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© 1996, Amazon.com, Inc. ou suas afiliadas Showing 1-30 Start your review of The Startup Playbook: Founder-To-Founder Advice from Two Startup Veterans This is an easy-to-read, all encompassing roadmap of how to take your idea from inception to completion and succeed. I've used it in teaching entrepreneurship classes and found its
straightforward approach easily accessible for students. It covers so much in a way that is comprehensive yet comprehendible. Highly recommend for those who need a crash course on how to create a startup, raise funds, understand the marketplace and branding, create a pitch deck, what investors look for, etc. It's also This is an easy-to-read, all
encompassing roadmap of how to take your idea from inception to completion and succeed. I've used it in teaching entrepreneurship classes and found its straightforward approach easily accessible for students. It covers so much in a way that is comprehensive yet comprehendible. Highly recommend for those who need a crash course on how to
create a startup, raise funds, understand the marketplace and branding, create a pitch deck, what investors look for, etc. It's also good for those of us to use a primer to remind us when we have to start all over again with a new idea. ...more The Startup Playbook: Founder-to-Founder Advice From Two Startup Veterans by Rajat Bhargava is an
interesting read whether you are just getting into business or experienced. It is a good mix of practice advice and inspiration without being false sounding. THe veterans of startup share the good and the bad that they have experienced. It is a little dry but the information is useful.I recieved a copy thru a Goodreads Giveaway. Apr 09, 2020 Dnim rated
it really liked it · review of another edition Full of great advice and a nice reading although I am not sure when I will ever start a company. As I have no clue of this area, I felt that the definitions of terms were very helpful and easily explained. Some of them though appear just after being used in previous chapters, nevertheless the authors state the
chapters can be read in random order - that in my opinion would be more difficult. Still wish the funding sources, investors, could be better explained.* I received the copy through a Give Full of great advice and a nice reading although I am not sure when I will ever start a company. As I have no clue of this area, I felt that the definitions of terms were
very helpful and easily explained. Some of them though appear just after being used in previous chapters, nevertheless the authors state the chapters can be read in random order - that in my opinion would be more difficult. Still wish the funding sources, investors, could be better explained.* I received the copy through a Giveway. ...more In depth
blueprint for every entrepreneurThis book is for everyone who is interested in building a startup. This means this book has many useful information for anyone from seasoned founder to anyone who is interested in building a company, but hasn't started yet. Really recommend and super useful. In depth blueprint for every entrepreneurThis book is for
everyone who is interested in building a startup. This means this book has many useful information for anyone from seasoned founder to anyone who is interested in building a company, but hasn't started yet. Really recommend and super useful. ...more Feb 28, 2018 Sean Charnock added it · review of another edition Raj Rajat Bhargava is a personal
friend and he and I have spent hours & hours talking business, startups, people, etc. This book that he has written with Will is much more realistic about startups, rather than the traditional Ra/Ra, "you can do it" type books. The glorious stories of those who have made it tend to diminish the more common challenges faced by startups as they try to
navigate the path to success. Having a book that helps guide your thought process on timing of events, pitfalls/peo Raj Rajat Bhargava is a personal friend and he and I have spent hours & hours talking business, startups, people, etc. This book that he has written with Will is much more realistic about startups, rather than the traditional Ra/Ra, "you
can do it" type books. The glorious stories of those who have made it tend to diminish the more common challenges faced by startups as they try to navigate the path to success. Having a book that helps guide your thought process on timing of events, pitfalls/people to avoid and all of the other various traps along the startup path, gives those who take
this guidance a fighting chance to beat the startup odds. Congrats to Raj and Will on the book and I look forward to finishing the book in quick time. ...more May 03, 2018 Tathagat Varma rated it liked it · review of another edition The book is a virtual treasure trove of information...a must-have field book for a newbie entrepreneur. Written in great
details, there is literally no aspect of building a new business that doesn't get covered. However...I would have expected much more practical experience sharing, personal anecdotes, industry war stories, etc. Without it, the book tends to be a bit dry, rather boring and quite pedantic. I also fear that for those same reasons, the book might not be wellreceived by the target The book is a virtual treasure trove of information...a must-have field book for a newbie entrepreneur. Written in great details, there is literally no aspect of building a new business that doesn't get covered. However...I would have expected much more practical experience sharing, personal anecdotes, industry war stories, etc.
Without it, the book tends to be a bit dry, rather boring and quite pedantic. I also fear that for those same reasons, the book might not be well-received by the target audience...they might find it too much in the trenches, and sadly, when they are more battle-scarred and in a better position to consume it, they might not need it :)In any case, a good
read if you have just started in the game... ...more Aug 08, 2021 Lawrence rated it it was amazing · review of another edition Love this book so much!This is an amazing, well writing book that seeks to teach from experience. Only wish I came across it sooner. It should be required reading in high school at minimum when individuals are preparing for
adulthood (college, career, etc). Thank you! Kentaro Murase rated it really liked it Mar 05, 2018 seth rated it liked it Feb 26, 2022 Jorge Irún rated it really liked it Oct 04, 2019 Martin rated it liked it Aug 16, 2019 Mike rated it it was amazing Jul 04, 2018 Maxim Repin rated it it was amazing Feb 20, 2019 Marisa rated it it was amazing Oct 17, 2019
Bill Erosh rated it really liked it Feb 21, 2019 German Diaz rated it it was amazing May 25, 2018 Edmar rated it it was amazing Dec 14, 2020 For Creators For Fans For Corporations Creator+ Support Become a creator © 1996, Amazon.com, Inc. ou suas afiliadas Learn Product, Growth, Funding & CultureAre you a Founder? You just started your
Startup? You have an idea you are working on? You just launched and want to grow, raise money and hire a team? -> Then this App is for you!Learn in over 100+ video courses from Founders & Industry Experts from companies like Uber, PayPal, Spotify, Twitter, Google, Amazon, Soundcloud, Tidal & many more how to build better products and
companies.Learn how to:* Validate your product ideas* Talk to users & get real feedback* Hire world-class engineers* Create a Startup Culture* Build a High-Performing Team* Align Your Team* Set a Product Strategy* Create a Product Roadmap* Pick the Right Product KPI's* Apply Design Thinking* Raise VC Funding* Grow your users* Nail User
Acqusition* Test New Growth Experiments fasterand many more Learn about:Product, Product Strategy, Design, Design Thinking, Entrepreneurship, Growth, Performance Marketing, Team, Culture, Hiring, Fundraising and many more.PLAYBOOK is the #1 Video Learning App for Startup Skills. All our classes are built using the Micro-Learning
concept that allows you to learn 65% faster and more efficiently.Get Access to:* 500+ video lessons from world-class instructors from Spotify, PayPal, Uber and more* Curated Learning Programs * Mobile Optimized Micro-Learning Courses to help you learn faster and retain more knowledge* Video classes in over 8+ categories: Product, Design &
Entrepreneurship, Growth, Performance Marketing, Team, Culture, Hiring, Fundraising and many more* Track your learning progressPLAYBOOK is the perfect learning app for busy people who want to accelerate their career and are lifelong learners. Through a combination of theory, examples and action steps, our world-class instructors guide you
through the most effective mobile learning programs possible.PLAYBOOK lets you learn when you want, where you want and the way you want. Our classes are 2-3 minutes long and a course can be finished in 10-15 minutes so you can choose the perfect lengths to fit with your schedule. Topics include:Track your progress with:* Learning History*
Activity Tracker* Time spent learningPLAYBOOK PREMIUMGet unlimited access to all classes for USD$39.99/year. We also offer a 100% money back guarantee for the annual plan after the 7 day trial.- Payment will be charged to iTunes Account at confirmation of purchase- Subscription automatically renews unless auto-renew is turned off at least
24-hours before the end of the current period- Account will be charged for renewal within 24-hours prior to the end of the current period, and identify the cost of the renewal- Subscriptions may be managed by the user and auto-renewal may be turned off by going to the user's Account Settings after purchase- Any unused portion of a free trial period,
if offered, will be forfeited when the user purchases a subscription to that publication, where applicableTerms of Service: We added new Playbooks on Growth, Product, Hiring, Data Science from amazing experts from Spotify, LinkedIn, Twitter, Soundcloud & many more.We also updated our Onboarding Flow to optimize personalization and give you a
better learning experience.#AlwaysBeLearning Hey guys! Love this app, but; every-time i try to watch a video it stops and takes 5-10minutes to load the rest of it. I will watch maybe 30-35 seconds and then it freezes! What can I/we do to fix this!? Please and thank you! The Material In this app is invaluable. You can spend weeks reading up and
researching and still not come across the way this material is curated. I did however run into problems with the app, while viewing videos of lessons. if you pause it and try to come back to where you left off, the app freezes on you.It was not that big of a deal since a lot of lessons even within various topic areas are divided into 3 to 4 minute segments.
So returning to your original point is not so bad. I love it. I get access to some of the smartest people in the industry on the tap of a button. How cool is that? Plus - these are real industry insiders and practitioners who share their brand new secrets and tricks. This is golden. The classes are super short and to the point - no BS or fluff - love it. The
developer, Meemo Media Inc., has not provided details about its privacy practices and handling of data to Apple. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The developer will be required to provide privacy details when they submit their next app update. App Support Privacy Policy
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